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Data Sources and Methodology
The data reported in this analysis comes from three sources:

Consumer Surveys: Unless otherwise noted, consumer data in this report
comes from a survey of 5,000 active U.S. and Canadian mobile gamers (aged
2+), conducted in October 2021. Participants in this survey were recruited
from two representative pools:

Adults (respondents aged 18+) were recruited for participation
directly and completed the survey based on their own habits.
Children/teens (aged 2 – 17) were recruited via parent surrogates
(with instructions to have the child/teen complete the survey
themselves to the extent that they were able).

Respondents qualified as active mobile gamers for the purpose of this study
if they owned or had access to a qualifying device (see list below) and had
used the device to play a game within 30 days of the survey.

Qualifying devices: iPhone, iPad, Android smartphone, Android
tablet, Kindle Fire/Kindle Fire HD, Windows Tablet, or other
smartphone or tablet

Data on mobile gaming in the context of broader gaming and entertainment
activities (see pgs. 32–35) comes from NPD’s 2021 Evolution of
Entertainment study, which included 5,000 U.S. consumers (aged 2+) and
was conducted in June 2021. See pg. 101 for more details on this report.

Revenue and Performance Data: Mobile gaming
revenue and other performance metrics were
provided by Sensor Tower.

3

Overview and Methodology

2022 Report Overview
NPD’s 2022 Mobile Gaming Report examines the current state of

the U.S. and Canadian mobile gaming market, including the gaming

habits of current players (aged 2+), market performance trends, and

notable happenings of the past year.

This analysis is broken into three sections, including:

I. Market Summary

II. Mobile Gamer Profiles

III. Mobile Genre Profiles

The first section provides an overarching view of the U.S. mobile

games market in terms of the number of active gamers overall (and

devices used), revenue trends, and key stories/trends over the past

year.

The second section focuses on active mobile gamers (aged 2+) and

profiles their habits, preferences, and motivations. Summaries

include both total market views and profiles by demographic

audience.

The third section breaks down the mobile gaming market by genre

and subgenre, providing a view of relative performance of different

types of mobile games, as well as profiles of the players who are

playing them.
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Participation is
down 4%
(from 238.7M in 2020)

though still up 6%
(from 214.1M in 2019)
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Analyst: Heather Nofziger, Ph.D. (NPD’s Games practice — Director of Custom Solutions, Head of Consumer Research)

Players are more deeply engaged than ever before…

10 HOURS
per week playing games on a smartphone or tablet
(up from 8 hours per week in 2020)

Spending an average of

$18.8B
In net revenue on iOS App Store and Google Play
(up from $16.2B in 2020)

Mobile game purchases and IAPs generated

Driving significantly more revenue for mobile games

228.7M
active mobile gamers

[ages 2+, U.S. and Canada]

Even as consumers return to more of their pre-pandemic activities, mobile gaming continues to be a significant source of entertainment for most who
engaged with it during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic – although down versus peak 2020 levels, the active player base is still up 6% versus 2019
levels, and those who are engaging are investing more time and money than ever.
• The greatest shifts in activity come from those who either were generally not invested in the platform (likely inactive prior to the pandemic and only

minimally invested at their peak play) or who had significant changes to their daily habits that have impacted their ability to access mobile devices
(such as young children who are shifting back to more in-person schooling and out-of-the-home daycare).

When navigating the transition to a post-pandemic market, it is important to note that consumers will be placing more emphasis on flexibility when
utilizing the platform, as they will be seeking to play their games across a wider range of settings/scenarios. Providing a variety of ways to engage with
experiences both in shorter bursts while on-the-go and in longer sessions at home will help consumers maintain their engagement as their daily lifestyles
continue to shift in the coming months.

Source: The NPD Group, Sensor Tower

Mobile Gaming in COVID-19’s Wake – What You Should Know

03
PLAYERS HAVE BROADENED THEIR INTERESTS  
Active mobile gamers are likely to have experimented with a wider range of
genres and titles during the pandemic. (91% play multiple genres, and 80% have
played at least one midcore or core subgenre in the past year.) This has notably
increased audience receptivity to elements that were previously more niche
(such as competitive and cooperative/social play ― though these are still
unlikely to be primary motivations for play for the broader market).

02
SHIFTS IN PLAY TEND TO BE DRIVEN BY DEVICE ACCESS
Children showed the most notable changes in play habits during and in the wake
of the pandemic restrictions — device access increased significantly during peak
restrictions (while parents sought at-home distractions) and has subsequently
decreased significantly as children returned to in-person schooling/activities.
This is especially true for young children who are least likely to have personal
devices.

01
INVESTED PLAYERS ARE MAINTAINING THEIR HABITS
Although the market is down 4% versus peak 2020 play, the majority of
pandemic-related growth has been maintained. The total audience is still up 6%
versus 2019, and active players are investing more time and money into the
platform than they were prior to COVID-19.

04
FLEXIBILITY IS KEY AS PLAYERS’ DAILY HABITS SHIFT
Players continue to be drawn to mobile due to its convenience and flexibility,
allowing them to play where they want and to do so with varying levels of
attention/effort. As consumers return to more of their pre-pandemic, out-of-the-
home activities, emphasizing flexibility and accessibility is more important than
ever to ensure games fit across a variety of settings/scenarios.

05
PLAYERS ARE LIKELY TO SHIFT CASUAL PC PLAY TO MOBILE
Although play across a variety of platforms is still common (61% of mobile
gamers play actively on PC/console), PC use has declined among older mobile
gamers who had historically been more likely to split their time between
platforms to play similar types of casual experiences (e.g., skill & chance, puzzle).

Analyst Summary Overview of the Findings
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Children
[aged 2 to 12]

16% of mobile gamers (36.6M) 

Down 12% (from 41.5M in 2020)

Avg. Weekly Play Time: 9 hours (up from 8 hours)
Avg. 6-Month Spend: $24 (up from $19)
• Fewer children are actively engaging with mobile games as

COVID-19 restrictions relaxed and they were able to return to
a broader range of activities outside the home.

• They continue to be among the biggest tablet users (78%
use), though smartphone use is common (74% use).

• Their most-played experiences continue to be kid-friendly
genres (puzzle, arcade, action builder, simulation).

Teens & Young Adults
[aged 13 to 24]

22% of mobile gamers (50.6M)

Consistent with 2020

Avg. Weekly Play Time: 11 hours (up from 8 hours)
Avg. 6-Month Spend: $24 (up from $18)
• This audience has maintained the most consistent level of

engagement throughout the pandemic and is among the
most likely to have expanded their investment.

• They are most likely to be smartphone gamers (95% use).
• Online presence (especially video) is extremely important for

discovery for this group, and they are among the most likely
to play/try games that generate buzz with streamers.

Mid-adults
[aged 25 to 44]

30% of mobile gamers (68.0M)

Down 3% (from 70.2M in 2020)

Avg. Weekly Play Time: 11 hours (up from 8 hours)
Avg. 6-Month Spend: $33 (up from $22)
• This audience has grown significantly during the pandemic

(up 13% in 2020 vs. 2019) and has retained much of that
growth in terms of investment and total players.

• They are most likely to be smartphone gamers (95% use).
• This audience is among the most likely to spend money on

the games they play.

Later Adults
[aged 45+]

32% of mobile gamers (73.2M)

Down 4% (from 75.9M in 2020)

Avg. Weekly Play Time: 9 hours (up from 8 hours)
Avg. 6-Month Spend: $18 (up from $14)
• This audience has grown significantly during the pandemic

(up 17% in 2020 vs. 2019) and has retained much of that
growth in terms of investment and total players.

• Device preferences are mixed: Smartphones are most
common (91% use), but tablet use is also high (53% use).

• Later Adults are among the most likely to be transitioning
toward mobile as a primary platform for casual/online
gaming. (Previously, PC use was common.)

63% of Americans and 
Canadians play 
mobile games

Although the total size of the 
market has constricted somewhat 
year over year, active players are 
more invested in mobile gaming 

than ever before.

The overall reduction in the total number of
active gamers is primarily driven by those who
had previously not been active players reverting
to their pre-pandemic habits. On the other end
of the investment spectrum, those who invested
moderately to heavily before and/or during the
pandemic have largely maintained or expanded
their engagement, compensating for those who
may have lapsed and bolstering the continued
market growth.

Source: The NPD Group / 2021 Mobile Survey

Demographic Audiences Overview of the Findings
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Skill & Chance 21%

Puzzle 18%

Strategy 15%

Role Playing Games
12%

Simulation 8%

Shooter 5%

Action 4%

Arcade 3%
Sports 2%

Fighting 1%
Racing / Driving 1%
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% of Net Revenue Contributed by Genre
[2021][U.S. & Canada][iOS & Android]

All but one genre grew relative to their 2020

performance (Sports was the exception, down 4%). The

strongest growth came from:

• Strategy (+$464M) – driven by combat city builders and

tower defense

• RPG & narrative (+$420M) – driven by action/action RPG

and puzzle RPG

• Puzzle (+$401M) – driven by matching and merge Puzzle

• Skill & chance (+$389M) – driven by skill & chance (non-

casino)

6

Source: The NPD Group, Sensor Tower

10% of revenue comes from apps identified as games, which are not presently classified into NPD’s genres due to low performance.

$18.8B Mobile Gaming Revenue
[2021][U.S and Canada]

[iOS and Google Play]

54% of revenue is generated by

the top three genres:
• Skill & chance

• Puzzle

• Strategy

These genres have maintained their top positions

year over year, and each continues to be largely

sustained by a single, high-performing subgenre:

• Matching puzzle (88% of puzzle revenue)

• Casino – chance (58% of skill & chance revenue)

• Combat city builder (72% of strategy revenue)

Mobile Revenue Overview of the Findings
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Mobile Stories 2021
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01
AS PANDEMIC 
RESTRICTIONS LIFT, 
MOST PLAYERS ARE STILL 
STAYING ENGAGED

COVID-19 drove explosive growth in 2020 as U.S.
and Canadian consumers sought more options to
entertain themselves at home. Despite some less-
invested mobile gamers reverting to their pre-
pandemic inactivity as restrictions have lifted (total
audience is down 4% vs. 2020), the market is still
up 6% versus 2019. This suggests that most who
became invested are maintaining habits.

02
ACTIVE PLAYERS ARE 
INVESTING MORE 
THAN EVER BEFORE

Although the total number of active players is
down slightly, those who are still playing are
investing more time and money than ever
before. This helps offset the impact of the
player base rebound. Overall, average weekly
play time is up 27% (now around 10 hours),
and players have contributed 16% more
revenue (reaching $18.8B).

03
SHOOTERS REBOUND 
AFTER FORTNITE IS 
PULLED FROM STORES

Fortnite’s absence left a temporary gap in the
shooter market as players evaluated whether to
shift to other mobile shooters or find other
ways to play Fortnite. In the wake of this shift,
most appear to have found other shooters to
play on the platform, driving explosive growth
of the battle royale title Garena Free Fire
(whose revenue is up 176% vs. 2020) and other
high performers, helping to mitigate the loss.

04
MOBA PERFORMANCE 
LAGS BEHIND OTHER 
REGIONS

Even with strong releases such as League of
Legends: Wild Rift, the MOBA subgenre continues
to underperform in the U.S. and Canada when
compared to China (where a single title - Honor of
Kings generates 15 times the revenue of the top
seven MOBAs in the U.S. and Canada). This
highlights a notable difference in how each region
approaches the mobile platform: Players in China
tend to utilize mobile as primary (or sole) gaming
platform, while U.S. and Canadian players are more
likely to have access to multiple platforms and
tailor platform selection to what best fits the
demands of an experience (leading to PC
preference for MOBA play).

05
WHAT IS GENSHIN’S 
IMPACT? (UPDATE)

In the wake of its strong release, Genshin
Impact has retained strong player interest and
is now the top-performing RPG in the market.
This rise to the top has had an additive effect to
the RPG market, expanding total genre revenue
rather than reflecting cannibalization of the
existing leaders. This suggests the RPG genre
has space to grow via the addition of new,
compelling offerings that can broaden appeal
via differing IPs, gameplay styles, and other
elements (such as cross-platform playability, in
the case of Genshin).

06
TOP DOWNLOADED 
TITLES HINT AT TRENDS

Continued success of Among Us on the download
charts shows players are holding onto their digital
methods of interacting with others, even as more
in-person socializing becomes possible. The
resurgence of hyper-casual games like High Heels
points to the impact of increased in-person
socialization, as virality in the hyper-casual space
tends to be driven by word of mouth/hand. The
diverse range of experiences finding success on
the charts shows mobile has become a place
where a greater variety of experiences can
flourish and find unique audiences.

Mobile Stories Overview of the Findings

Source: The NPD Group, Sensor Tower
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Mobile Gaming Market Summary
U.S. and Canada
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9Mobile Device Owners & Gamers Mobile Gaming Market

X% increase

X% increase

X% increase

X% increase
X% increase

2% increaseX% increase
X% increase

X% increase

X% increase

Source: The NPD Group 

310.1M Mobile Users

228.2M Mobile Gamers
[U.S. and Canada, Aged 2+]

As pandemic restrictions have eased, the U.S. and Canadian mobile gaming market has

constricted slightly. This shift is driven primarily by lower-investment gamers reverting

to pre-pandemic inactivity, as well as by those segments where shifts to greater out-of-

the-home activity has significantly altered their level of device access (most notably

among young children who rely on access to shared/parent’s devices).

X% increase
X% increase

X% increase

X% increase

Market size is still up X% vs. 
2019 levels
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10Device and OS Market Share Mobile Gaming Market

Play rates reflect total reported use of a qualifying device to play a video game within the past month by Americans and Canadians aged 2+.

Qualifying device types include smartphone (iPhone, Android phone, other smartphone) and tablet (iPad, Android tablet, Windows tablet, Amazon Kindle

Fire/Fire HD, or other tablet). Source: The NPD Group/2021 Mobile Survey 

Play on a smartphone

91%
Play on a tablet

207.9M

51%

116.1M

49% (111.8M – down X% from 114.8M)

Play on a smartphone Only

9% (20.0M – down X% from 28.3M)

Play on a tablet only

42% (96.1M – equal to 2020)

Play on both a smartphone 

and tablet

228.2M 

Mobile Gamers
[Aged 2+]

Dual-device users are among the most likely

to have maintained (or even expanded) their

mobile gaming engagement as pandemic-

related restrictions have eased.

Overall, tablet usage continues to decline,

especially among non-iOS devices. (Android

tablet use is down 17%, and other tablet use is

down 25% versus 2020 levels.)

9% do 
not use

48%

43% iPhone

Android Phone

Other Smartphone

49% do not 
use

26%

14%

10%

iPad

Android Tablet

Other Tablet

equal with 2020 down X%
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11Primary Device OS Mobile Gaming Market

iOS is now the most-used operating system by active mobile gamers. 55%

use an iPhone and/or iPad to play games vs. 47% who use an Android phone

and/or tablet.

Relative to 2020, dual-device users are more likely to be using a single operating system across their

primary gaming devices. 30.4M mobile gamers mix operating systems, compared to 35.0M in 2020. Use

of non-iOS/Android devices for gaming is also down overall: 24.0M use one vs. 33.9M in 2020.

Device distribution reflects device(s) gamers reported using to play mobile games on at least a monthly basis. Where gamers

reported use of multiple smartphones or tables, the primary device was identified based on the device most heavily used.
Source: The NPD Group/2021 Mobile Survey 

*market shares of <1M not displayed
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12Mobile Gaming Revenue Mobile Gaming Market

X% increase

X% increase

X% increase

X% increase

Reflects total revenue for games (including both premium game sales and in-app purchase sales) in the iOS App Store and Google Play Store.

* This does not include games only distributed through third-party storefronts or websites (notably Fortnite on Android).

Source: Sensor Tower

Although the market has constricted slightly in terms of total

active players, those who are still playing are more invested

than ever. This compensates for declines in the player base

size and drives an additional $2.6B in market growth.

$18.8B Gaming Revenue
[U.S. and Canada][Net Revenue]

X% increase
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Grossing 
Rank 2020 2021 Revenue Change for Rank

1
Roblox Roblox

+/-XX%

2
Candy Crush Saga Candy Crush Saga

+/-XX%

3
Coin Master Coin Master

+/-XX%

4
Pokémon Go Garena Free Fire

+/-XX%

5
Gardenscapes Pokémon Go

+/-XX%

6
Homescapes Genshin Impact

+/-XX%

7
Clash of Clans Homescapes

+/-XX%

8
Slotomania Lords Mobile

+/-XX%

9
PUBG Mobile Clash of Clans

+/-XX%

10
Toon Blast Call of Duty: Mobile

+/-XX%

13Top-grossing Titles Mobile Gaming Market

New frontrunners break through.

The U.S. and Canadian mobile gaming market has begun to normalize in

the wake of peak COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, with growth

patterns aligning more clearly with pre-pandemic trends.

Active players continue to be very invested in the games they play,

helping to drive 16% total revenue growth that is consistent across

nearly every genre. (Sports was the only genre to see a slight decline of

4%.)

Beyond the general impact of the pandemic, 2020 saw some notable

shifts that set the stage for new leaders to emerge in 2021:

• Fortnite’s removal from the App Store and Google Play in August

2020 left a void in the mobile shooter genre, which has since been

filled by another battle royale title, Garena Free Fire, which nearly

doubled its revenue (up 176% vs. 2020 performance) and through

the continued strong performance of leaders like Call of Duty:

Mobile (whose revenue is also up 29% vs. 2020).

• Genshin Impact released in late 2020 and made a splash with its

high-quality, cross-platform action RPG experience. It has since

helped to boost the subgenre’s revenue by 46% (vs. 2020 action

RPG performance).

Reflects ranking based on total revenue for games (including both premium game sales and in-app

purchase sales) in the iOS App Store and Google Play store.

Revenue change reflects difference in total revenue associated with the ranking (e.g., the revenue

contributed by the second-ranked title in 2021 is up 27% relative to the revenue contributed by the

second-ranked title in 2020).

Mobile Gaming Market 
Leaders

Source: The NPD Group, Sensor Tower
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Download 
Rank 2020 2021 Download Change for 

Rank

1
Among Us Among Us

+/-XX%

2
Roblox Roblox

+/-XX%

3
Call of Duty: Mobile Project Makeover

+/-XX%

4
Brain Test High Heels!

+/-XX%

5
Subway Surfers Subway Surfers

+/-XX%

6
Coin Master Call of Duty: Mobile

+/-XX%

7
Johnny Trigger Magic Tiles 3

+/-XX%

8
Magic Tiles 3 Bridge Race

+/-XX%

9
Fishdom Water Sort

+/-XX%

10
Brain Out Paper Fold

+/-XX%

14Top-downloaded Titles Mobile Gaming Market

Players focus more on favorites.

During the peak of the pandemic, players were more active in seeking

out new experiences to play to help diversify their entertainment

options while they spending more time at home.

As restrictions have eased, we’re seeing consumers less actively

downloading new titles to play. (Total downloads among the top 20

titles are down 21% vs. 2020 levels.) Instead, they are focusing their

investment more heavily on titles they already are playing.

Reflects ranking based on total downloads for games in the iOS App Store and Google Play store.

Download change reflects difference in total downloads associated with the ranking (e.g., the

number of downloads for the second-ranked title in 2021 were down 11% relative to the number

of downloads for the second-ranked title in 2020).

Mobile Gaming Market 
Leaders

Source: The NPD Group, Sensor Tower
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Mobile Gamer Profiles
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228.2M
Mobile Gamers

[Aged 2+, U.S. and Canada]

Source: The NPD Group/2021 Mobile Survey

Participation is
down 4%
(from 238.7M in 2020)

though still up 6%
(from 214.1M in 2019)

Understand who mobile gamers are and how they engage with the mobile platform 
differently based on their life stages.

Included in the full report:

• Total Market and Stage-of-life Summaries
o Player demographics
o Discovery sources for games
o Device uses and reasons for gaming
o Mobile gaming habits
o Mobile investment (time and money)

• Context for Mobile Gaming
o Other activities done on mobile devices
o General gaming habits
o Cross play on PC and console gaming

o Sourced from NPD’s 2021 Evolution of Entertainment study
o Participation in different entertainment activities

o Share of entertainment time and spend
o Sourced from NPD’s 2021 Evolution of Entertainment study

• Demographic Audience Profiles
o Summaries of 20 different demographic groups (by age and gender) that provide

details about how they play mobile games and what they most enjoy
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Mobile Genre 
Profiles

[Aged 2+, U.S. and Canada]

Source: The NPD Group/2021 Mobile Survey

Explore genre and subgenre revenue and demographic information for 2021.

Included in the full report:

• Revenue trends
o Genre revenue
o Change in genre revenue from 2020
o Subgenre revenue
o Change in subgenre revenue from 2020

• Genre and Subgenre Audience Sizing
o Total players
o Player crossover between genres/subgenres
o Age and gender demographics
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19NPD Genre System

Genre Subgenre Description / Examples

Puzzle

Matching / Merge Puzzle Match-3, merge games, bubble shooters, block/Tetris

Brain Puzzle Word puzzles, number puzzles, brain training games, hidden object

Physics Puzzle Use physics to complete objectives e.g., Angry Birds, Where’s My Water?

Quiz & Trivia e.g., Trivia Crack, Heads Up!, Jeopardy

Skill & Chance

Skill & Chance (Non-Casino) Familiar board, card, dice, and tile games

Casino – Skill Skill-based casino games - e.g., poker, blackjack

Casino – Chance Chance-based casino games - e.g., slots, bingo

Casino – Integrated Games featuring a variety of casino games

Arcade

General Arcade Classic arcade games, time-management/“dash” games, platformers

Endless Runner Dodge obstacles to go as far as possible (or reach objectives) - e.g., Jetpack Joyride

Music & Rhythm Tap, swipe, or otherwise react in time with the music

Location-Based / AR Explore real-world locations to engage with the game - e.g., Pokémon GO

Simulation

Simulation Simulate a social environment or role (includes interactive narrative games)

City Builder Simulate building a city or farm (no combat elements)

Idle Games Accrue resources automatically for use in progressing (includes clickers, auto-battlers)

Strategy

General Strategy Focus on skillful planning and tactical thinking

Combat City Builder Build a city and army for use in combat, e.g., Clash of Clans

Trading Card Game (TCG) Mimics a traditional strategic tabletop card game

Tower Defense Defend towers and/or capture enemy towers - e.g., Clash Royale, Bloons TD

MOBA Multiplayer Online Battle Arena games - e.g., Mobile Legends Bang Bang

Role-playing 
Games

Turn-Based / Classic RPG Emphasize character collection/progression, with turn-based (or ATB) combat

Puzzle RPG Emphasize character collection/progression, with puzzle-based combat

Action / Action RPG Games that emphasize active exploration and combat

Shooter
Shooter – Traditional First-person, third-person, arcade, vehicular shooters

Shooter – Battle Royale Shooters where players compete to be the last ones standing

Other

Fighting 2D or 3D fighting games

Action Builder Games that emphasize exploration, crafting, and building - e.g., Minecraft

Racing & Driving Racing simulators, drag racers/arcade racers

Sports Simulate sports gameplay or sports team management

Subgenre

Color-Coding:

Casual (GREEN)

Mid-core (ORANGE)

Core (RED)

Source: The NPD Group

Mobile Genre Profiles

NPD classifies genres from core to casual
based on how accessible and broadly
appealing their experiences are.

Casual games are broadly appealing, highly
accessible experiences that require minimal
investment and skill to play successfully.

Core games are more niche in their appeal,
requiring greater investment, focus, and skill
for meaningful participation.
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Smartphone Gamers: Smartphone owners/users (if a shared device) who have
played a game on their smartphone in the past month.

• A smartphone is a cellular telephone that can support and run third-
party applications and has internet access.

• Qualifying devices: iPhone, Android phone, Windows phone, other
smartphones

Tablet Gamers: Tablet owners/users (if a shared device) who have played a
game on their tablet in the past month.

• A mobile tablet is a wireless, portable computer with a touchscreen
interface that is capable of running applications and accessing the
internet.

• Qualifying devices: iPad, Android tablet, Windows Surface tablet,
Kindle Fire / Fire HD tablet, or other tablet devices

Mobile Gamers: Individuals who have used a smartphone, tablet, or both
device types to play a mobile game in the past month.

OS: The operating system running on a smartphone or tablet. For the purpose
of this analysis, the primary operating systems are designated as Apple iOS
(iPhone and iPad devices), Google Android (on Android phones and tablet
devices), and other (including Windows devices, Amazon, Blackberry, etc.).
Each OS has a proprietary app store.

Free-to-Play (F2P): A business model where the app/game is free to download
from the app marketplace.

In-App Purchases (IAP): Content that is available for purchase within the game
using real money. These can include subscriptions, consumable offerings (e.g.,
currencies, boosts, energy, etc.), and permanent content purchases (e.g., level
packs, customization elements, characters, etc.).

User-Generated Content (UGC): Content created by users of an app, platform
or service for consumption by other users (e.g., Episode player-created stories,
ROBLOX games, Minecraft custom map/texture/character packs).

Mobile Gamer Spend Segments: Categories of mobile gamers based on self-
reported total spend in the past six months across mobile games they play.
These segments include:

• Non-Payers: individuals who report they spent no money on any
mobile games they played in the past six months.

• Moderate Payers: individuals who report they spent money on
mobile games in the past six months, and their total spend was less
than $100 total.

• Heavy Payers: individuals who report they spent over $100 total on
mobile games they played in the past six months.

Mobile Gamer Play Segments: Categories of mobile gamers based on their
average self-reported, weekly play time across all mobile games they play.
These segments include:

• Light Players: individuals who report they spend less than one hour a
week playing mobile games.

• Moderate Players: individuals who report they spend between one
hour and five hours a week playing mobile games.

• Heavy Players: individuals who report they spend over five hours a
week playing mobile games.

Investment Index: Segments based on individuals’ combined investments of
time and money spent on mobile games. This index includes nine potential
pairings of play and spend patterns, ranging from minimal investment (i.e.,
those who play very little and do not spend money on mobile games) to
extreme investment (i.e., those who play and spend significant amounts).

Number of 

Gamers (M)

Non-Payer

($0/6-month)

Moderate Payer

($0.99-$100/6-month)

Heavy Payer

(>$100/6-month)

Light Player 

(<1 hour/week)
Minimal Low Moderate

Moderate Player 

(1-5 hours/week)
Low Moderate Heavy

Heavy Player 

(>5 hour/week)
Moderate Heavy Extreme
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Don’t miss this opportunity to understand key 
trends driving the mobile gaming market. 

For more information, contact your NPD account representative 
or email sartori.bernbeck@npd.com.

mailto:cooper.waddell@npd.com

